Michael Greensmith
Lambretta Valuations
6 The Vale
Stock
Ingatestone
Essex
CM4 9PW

LCGB Valuation Request

Tel: 07970105807
Email: mickyg6610@hotmail.co.uk

Dear Owner,
By completing and signing the following Valuation Report, you confirm that the details supplied are accurate and true and
are a fair representation of the vehicle details provided. A copy of this document will be returned to you, which in turn, you
must send to your Insurers. A copy is kept on file by the LCGB should it be required for any insurance enquiry. Because the
valuation for any vehicle is open to fluctuation for a variety of reasons, this Valuation Report is valid only for a period of 12
months from the date the valuation is issued.
Please be aware that the details requested for valuations MUST be completed in FULL. If any details cannot be supplied, it
is your responsibility to explain why or give alternative information to assist in the process. Any failure to supply requested
details will result in your request being returned and therefor delayed. Where you are requesting consideration of any
modification that significantly increases the value of the vehicle, photographs to support your request must be provided.
You should also provide documentary evidence from any third party if you wish your valuation to include work carried out on
your vehicle or accessories that you wish to be considered. In some cases, we will accept your own estimate of valuation
on accessories without purchase receipts as long as they are fitted to the vehicle and clear photographs are provided to
demonstrate this. We will not provide a valuation on parts or accessories simply because they are rare on your behalf.
If you wish to have tuning work or custom work of any kind considered in your valuation, a receipt or signed declaration from
the person/s who carried out the work should be provided. If this is not possible, your should list the work as practicable
and declare your own estimate, which you will sign for yourself. Acceptance of the valuation remains at the discretion of the
Inurer and this valuation in no way guarantees the valuation given by the LCGB will be accepted in all cases.
Michael Greensmith - LCGB Valuations

Cost of Valuation:
£10 for LCGB Members
£20 for None LCGB Members and overseas LCGB Members
Payment can be made via cheque, made payable to L.C.G.B or by Paypal (See web site for details)
If you are paying by Paypal, please be sure to add the registration number of the vehicle in the note to recipient.
Valuations will not be provided until any payment has cleared.
NOTE: On completion, please forward the Valuation Requests, completed in full along with your payment to
the address provided above. DO NOT SEND REGISTERED POST, as this will delay your application because
documents will have to be collected from the Post Office.

LCGB Valuation Request
COPY 1 - FOR INSURERS
Please complete the following Valuation Report in full.

About You
Your Name:
Name of business (if applicable):
Address:

Post Code:						

Contact Number:

Email Address:						

Mobile Number:

LCGB Membership Number (if applicable):

About the Vehicle
Make:							

Model:

Country of Manufacture:					

Year of Manufacture:

Frame Number:						

Engine Number:

Registration Number:

Accessories
Please list any accessories permanently attached to the vehicle

Estimated Value £

LCGB Valuation Request
COPY 2 - FOR LCGB
Please complete the following Valuation Report in full.

About You
Your Name:
Name of business (if applicable):
Address:

Post Code:						

Contact Number:

Email Address:						

Mobile Number:

LCGB Membership Number (if applicable):

About the Vehicle
Make:							

Model:

Country of Manufacture:					

Year of Manufacture:

Frame Number:						

Engine Number:

Registration Number:

Accessories
Please list any accessories permanently attached to the vehicle

Estimated Value £

LCGB Valuation Request
COPY 1 - FOR INSURERS
Vehicle modifications, upgrades,tuning etc
Please supply details of any modification to your vehicle which you wish to be considered for overall valuation. This section
should include any tuning work, modification to factory specification or upgrades which significantly add value. (Please feel
free to provide further details on a separate sheet if required and supply a duplicate) A written valuation from the supplier will
significantly improve the agreement of this kind of valuation.

Vehicle improvements to paintwork, brightwork, panelwork or seating etc.
Please supply details of any modification to your vehicle which you wish to be considered for overall valuation. This section
should include any alteration to the vehicle in the form of customisation. (Please feel free to provide further details on
a separate sheet if required and supply a duplicate) A written valuation from the supplier will significantly improve the
agreement of this kind of valuation.

Your Valuation
Considering the above details provided, please provide your own estimation of the current value of this vehicle.

£
Please provide photographs of any significant improvement for which you are claiming an adjustment in valuation over an
above that of a standard machine. Usually, a side on shot of your vehicle will suffice, unless there are specific details you
wish to forward.

LCGB Valuation Request
COPY 2 - FOR LCGB
Vehicle modifications, upgrades,tuning etc
Please supply details of any modification to your vehicle which you wish to be considered for overall valuation. This section
should include any tuning work, modification to factory specification or upgrades which significantly add value. (Please feel
free to provide further details on a separate sheet if required and supply a duplicate) A written valuation from the supplier will
significantly improve the agreement of this kind of valuation.

Vehicle improvements to paintwork, brightwork, panelwork or seating etc.
Please supply details of any modification to your vehicle which you wish to be considered for overall valuation. This section
should include any alteration to the vehicle in the form of customisation. (Please feel free to provide further details on
a separate sheet if required and supply a duplicate) A written valuation from the supplier will significantly improve the
agreement of this kind of valuation.

Your Valuation
Considering the above details provided, please provide your own estimation of the current value of this vehicle.

£
Please provide photographs of any significant improvement for which you are claiming an adjustment in valuation over an
above that of a standard machine. Usually, a side on shot of your vehicle will suffice, unless there are specific details you
wish to forward.

